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ABSTRACT 

An outline is given for optimum electric and magnetic flux distri-

bution within a pulse transformero The resultant unit is a high-speed, 

high=voltage low~impedance transformer which is a sharp departure from 

present day designo In addition to excellent electrical characteristics, 

this design can be made quite small because of its excellent heat dissi-

pating abilityo Fundamental pulse transformer theory is given9 and 

several actual pulse transformer designs are disclosedo 
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INTRODUCTION 

High voltage is a useful tool to the nuclear scientisto A properly 

designed pulse transformer is one source of high voltage that has some 

distinct advantages: (1) The transformer primary can be triggered at a 

comparatively low voltageo (2) The high voltage» through the primary 

trigger ·source~ can be readily synchronized with other electronic gearo 

(3) Power is dissipated within the transformer only while a pulse is 

passing through the transformero The pulse transformer may be used to 

transform impedance 3 to isolate circuits~ and to obtain phase reversalo 

In writing specifications 3 the allowable synchronization n jitter" 

time determines the specified rise time of the transformero Two con-

siderations _determine the specified transformer pulse length: (1) The 

time over which voltage need be applied~ and (2) the dielectric strength 

of insulation external to the transformer~ which is a function of pulse 

length below 1 microsecondo The losses within the transformer and the 

pulse duty cycle determine the specified heat dissipation of the trans-

formero The maximum secondary voltage and transformer internal impedance 

should be specifiedo 

When considering fast rise time and a voltage over 100 kv some of 
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the above factors are inter-related through the physical design of ,the 

transformer~ and it is not always possible to achieve a combination of the 

desired voltage~ rise time, and transformer internal impedanceo However~ 

through proper field distribution of the transformer windings and other 

transformer geometry, an optimum design can be accomplished for a given 

set of specifications o 

PULSE TRANSFORMER. THEORY 

General 

An equivalent circuit is shown in Figo 1 for a 1~1 turns ratio pulse 

transformero Zg represents the impedance of the generatorll usually com=· 

posed of resistance and inductanceo Zt represents the resistance of the 

primary and the inductance of the primary circuit not flux coupled to 

the secondaryo The 11R11 component · of Zt is mostly skin effect resistanceo 

Lp is representative of the impedance in the transformer primary for a 

certain pulse lengtho Le is representative of the leakage· impedance be= 

tween the transformer primary and secondary for a given rise timeo Cs 

is the output capacity of the transformer itself~ and~ is the transformer 

load impedance which is mostly resistiveo If ZL had a slightly inductive 

component this would decrease transformer loading and increase rise time, 

but in most practical cases ZL has a capacitive component which increases 

transformer loading and tends to flatten the output rise timeo 

Rise Time 

If a short rise time is desired~ Zg and Zt should be as small as 

possibleo Therefore, a low impedance generator~ short heavy leads to the 

primary, and very few turns on the primary~ are requiredo In addition 
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Lp should be large enough to be. negligible when compared to Zg and Zt• 

Either a large number of primary turns are required~ which is contradict~ry 

to our previous statement, or high·permeability core material and a good 

flux path for the primary winding are required. Le should be small, 

therefore~ most of the flux generated in the primary should be intercepted 

by the secondary without having first to pass through a magnetic build-

up process in the iron core. In addition, Cs should be small for high 

speed pulses which practically eliminates the use of a layer wound secondary. 

Pulse Length 

The one factor limiting pulse length is the size of L when compared 
p 

to Zg and Zt• This is determined by the number of turns in the primary 

which should be large for long pulse length and small for fast rise time. 

The amount and kind of iron in the transformer core should be selected 

on a basis of high permeability for longest pulse length, and good flux 

saturation characteristics for high primary currents. Core hysteresis 

and eddy current losses, which represent more power supplied by the 

generator, are not too important as long as the generator and primary 

impedances are low. 

Impedance 

The impedance of the voltage generated is controlled by the reflected 

impedance of the generator and the primary leads plus the leakage reactance 

between the primary and secondary. Zg, Zt, and Le should all be as small 

as possible. 

Voltage Breakdown 

If the dielectric strength of the transformer insulating material is 
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not to be exceeded~ care must be taken to keep the voltage gradient at 

all points within allowable limitso 

Two methods -of gradient distribution may be used to properly shape 

these E lineso One involves proper capacity distribution at a constant 

voltageo The other involves a voltage distribution at a constant capacityo 

In practice either of these two 'methods or· a combination of these two 

methods may be used to keep the dielectric voltage gradient within allowable 

limitso It is also possible to use the secondary winding to establish 

voltage gradient lineso The voltage per turn and spacing between turns 

are so chosen as to conform to the rated 'surface dielectric strengtho 

300 KV IN 1/10 OF A MICROSECOND 

Early Work 

Now that the fundamental design considerations are well in mind a 

discussion of several pulse transformers designed at the University of 

California Radiation Laboratory will be revie\'tedo 

Figo 2 will show the secondary coil used in an early model high-

speed high-voltage transformero A linear voltage distribution of 300 volts 

per mil (1/1000 of an inch) is established along the dielectric surfaces 

of the coilo The ends of the coil are at ground potential and the center 

is brought up to 300 kv at the rate of 5 kv per turno The secondary is 

kept as close to the primary and the Hypersil core as the insulating 

properties .of the coil dielectric will permito The primary is inserted~ 

upon assemblyJ within the square hole and consists of two turns of copper 

foil wound the full length of the secondary coila The Hypersil core is_ 

then inserted in the flux path of the primaryo Output capacity of this 

design is extremely low~ and leakage reactance of the tapered coil is as 
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low as voltage insulation will permito This transformer had a rise time 

of Ool microsecond and an output of 300 kvo 

The first test coil sparked over at about 350 kv ~nd it was found 

that a high gradient field existed from the 300 kv corona ring to the coreo 

Steps were taken to correct this conditiono A radius is incorporated on 

each corner of the square hole in the secondary coil~ and the primary coil 

corners were rounded so as to form field distributing sections along these 

edgeso After these changes were madej accidental voltages as high as 600 kv 

were observed with no spark over or damage to the pulse transformero 

Model I - 300 kv Pulse Transformer 

A vol~age of 300 kv or more is easily generated with the single coil 

transformer shown in Figo 2 j but design of a suitable bushing configuration 

is a bit of a problema Figure 3 shows a transformer in which properly 

phased primaries and secondaries are connected in parallelo This arrange= 

ment provides a plane of equapotential lines for removal of the high voltage 

and also halves the internal impedanc~ of the transformero Figo 4 shows this 

transformer installed in its yokeo A field distributing corona ball 

connected to a banana plug is shaped so as to produce a minimum gradient 

and provide a plug in connection for the high voltageo The ground is 

brought to the case through a circular set of spring fingerso A spiral 

resistor string is used for measuring the output voltageo 

A low impedance driving source is essential for a transformer with 

a low primary impedanceo Figo 4 shows six Oo03 microfarad 16 kv General 

Electric radar pulse condensers placed in a ringo As shown in Figo 6» 

they are charged through an appropriate current limiting resistor to a 

voltage that when fired with a 5C22 thyratron will give the desired 
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secondary voltageo All leads connecting the condensers$ thyratron and 

primary circuit are heavy copper strapo The output pulse$ including the 

transformer~ has a ,rise time of Ool microsecond$ a pulse length of Oo5 

microsecond 9 and an output impedance of about 2400 ohmso 

For a reasonable secondary loading$ 1500 to 2000 amperes could flow 

through the primary during pulseso It was.\) thereforej) decided to abandon 

the 5C22.5l which is rated for 325 amperes.\) in favor of a pulsed spark gapo 

This new transformer system had about the same voltage.5l rise time9 and 

pulse length characteristics 9 but the output impedance was about 1875 ohmso 

Its rating was 300 kv although it was used up to 600 kv when immersed in 

clean.\) pumped insulating oilo 

Insulating Oil· 

Proper selection and processing of transformer insulating oil is of 

utmost importanceo Either General Electric or Westinghouse inhibitor type 

oil was used by the Radiation Laboratoryj although comparable quality in= 

sulating oils are manufactured by several of the major petroleum companieso 

An inhibitor type of insulating oil is suggesteds because the inhibitor 

tends to neutralize minute quantities of acids moisture and oxide within 

the transformer and associated submerged equipmento Experience has in= 

dicated that inhibitor type insulating oil will last up to three times 

longer than ordinary insulating oilo 

Figo 7 will show the UCRL pump and filter plant used for processing 

pulse transformer oilo The insulating oil is drawn from the shipping 

drum into the agitator chamber and the agitated oil is pumped to less 

than 40 micronso The purpose of this pumping process is to remove from 

the oil most of the water vapor11 airj and volati·le acids which would reduce 

its breakdown voltageo 
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After pumping~ the oil is processed through a blotter=press filtero 

It is very important that the filter sections be cleano When the condition 

of the UCRL filter was in doubt all of the blotter sections were changedo 

It is the purpose of the filtering process to remove all dirt.9 metal chips, 

and other foreign particles from the oil which could align themselves in an 

electrostatic field when high voltage is applied)) and greatly reduce the 

breakdown voltage of the oilo 

After the oil has been processed great care should be taken to keep 

it cleano It should be guarded against dirtl> foreign particlesj) and 

moistur-eo Particular care should be taken against clean oil coming in 

contact with the human bodyo Body moisture and acids in minute quantities 

can reduce voltage breakdown of insulating oil in most unbelievable pro= 

portionso For example9 good oil with a breakdown of 400 volts per mil 

will drop to 150 or 200 volts per mil when an average human finger is 

brought into contact with the test sampleo 

The high voltage pulse transformer and all submerged components, in= 

eluding the inside of the transformer case.9 should be 11 hosed down111 and 

flushed t'llith clean insulating oil to remove all traces of metal chips.~> dirt, 

and foreign mattero Particular attention should be given to the high 

voltage coilso After the transformer)) which is a plug~in unit» has been 

inserted in the case and the cover bolts secured~ a vacuum check should be 

runo If this check proves satisfactory.9 the case can be filled with clean 

insulating oilo The pumping process should then be repeated with a vacuum 

of about 40 microns on the oil filled tanka It will.be helpful in de= 

gassing transformer components to have the tank slightly tilted. so air 

trapped in the horizontal plane may escapeo Agitation of a gentle rocking 
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motion may also be helpful in degassing the oil and removing stubborn air 

pocketso 

After the transformer.ll core~ and other components have been completely 

degassed at 40 microns all air pockets should be removed through the pump= 

outs and their space filled with clean insulating oi1 The sylphon bellows 

will compensate for expansion and contraction of the oil under various 

temperatureso The proper processing of pulse transformer insulati~g oil 

cannot be overemphasizedo 

Model II = 300 kv Pulse Transformer 

A redesign of the transformer of Figo 4 is shown in Figso 5 and 8o 

Eight flat slots have been milled on the winding face of each secondary 

coilo This provides minimum allowable spacing for voltage breakdown of 

secondary coil insulation~ but at the same time provides a maximum of flux 

linkage between primary and secondary windingso The resistor string 

voltage divider has been replaced by a condenser vo.ltage dividero The 

high voltage section of this condenser divider is the split aluminum ring 

concentric with the hi.gh voltage terminalo The low voltage section is a 

500 volt ceramic condensero An anti.=inducti ve current metering resistor 

is also provided for the secondary coilo One half the total load current 

flows through a one ohm resistor in the ground end of the secondaryo 

Leads for oscilloscope metering of both voltage and current are coaxial 

to plugs on the Lucite panel shown in Figo 5o 

The encased Model II - 300 kv Pulse Transformer and Pulser Unit is 

shown in Figo 9o Plugs for the 0=20 kv de supply and the coaxial metering 

terminals are shown on a slanting lucite bracketo The ball gap trigger 

unit is brought in with RG=l9/u center conductor and insulationo For ease 
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in handling~ most of the case parts are of aluminum and the case is supported 

on three 5-inch rubber wheel casterso 

The high voltage terminal is brought to an insulating oil reservoir 

directly above the transformero RG=l9/u center conductor and insulation 

was· fastened to the bushing terminal in the oil reservoir to bring out 

the high voltage leado However~ a flange is provided on the oil reservoir 

to bring out the high voltage lead within an oil filled coaxial cable 

about one foot in diametero 

A pulse output length of Oo5 microsecond was needed for UCRL applica

tiono However 9 there is no reason why this length could not be extended 

by using a very low impedance transmission line in place of the condenser 

banko The pulse length~ of coursejl is limited by the ratio of generator 

impedance to primary shunt impedanceo 

It will be noted from Figo 8 that 19 pulse cond.ensers are used for a 

driving source in this system where only 6 were in use on the previous 

modelo It was necessary to use these 19 condensers because with a decrease 

in transformer internal impedancejl the .internal impedance of the pulse con~ 

densers became an important factoro 

Although operating voltages of 300 to 400 kv are being used daily~ 

observations have been conducted in the 600 to 700 kv region with no spark 

over or damage to the pulse transformero A destruction test was not run 

because the transformer is in daily useo The rise time of the device is 

slightly better than Ool microsecondj the pulse length is Oo5 microsecond 

and the internal impedance is about 1100 ohmso 

CONCLUSION 

By the use of a proper electric and magnetic flux distribution it is 
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possible to greatly increase rise time and output voltage and decrease pulse 

transformer internal impedanceo Heat generated in the windings of the UCRL 

design is mostly on the surface where insulating oil convection can act as 

a very efficient coolanto Although a 300 kv design with a rise time of Ool 

microsecond was built for University of California Radiation Laboratory 

applicationj there is no reason why higher voltage high=speed pulse trans= 

formers could not be designed using this new approacho 

Information Division 
2/11/52. nw 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 2 An early high=speed high voltage pulse transformer coilo 

Figure 3 Model I - 300 KV pulse transformero 

Figure 4 Model.I- 300 KV pulse transformer mounted in the plug in 
yokeo Pulser equipment is shown below the lucite plateo 

Figure 5 Model II - 300 KV pulse transformero Note in particular 
the flat sides to reduce leakage reactanceo Voltage and 
current metering equipment is also showno 
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